
CG 813  CARTRIDGE REFILL MACHINE 

 

 

 

Practically and healty filling with special 
designed needles 

 
 

 Functional chromium apparatus.. 

 TECHNICAL FEATURES 

Ink level of all (black and color) cartridges with felt, 

determined with special sensitive needles and cartridges filled as needed 

and equal level.  

Filling cartridges slowly for satisfaction of felt by dripping.  

Most type of cartridges can be vacuumed (emptied).  

Color mixed section of cartridge can be washed.  

With two keys, ink in the channels can be emptied and ink 

tank can be changed easily for different model and mark cartridges.  

Cartridges that filled with chromium apparatus can be filled 

perfectly thanks to volume adjustment bar which is first on the world.  

Many black cartridge models can be filled from nozzle thanks 

to special and functional chromium apparatus. Clogged cartridges can 

be seen thanks to pressure gauge.  

For clogged cartridges speed reduced and filling repeated 

thanks to automatic speed controlled pumps while filling with chromium 

apparatus.  

Black cartridges with felt, which are can not be filled with 

apparatus, are can be filled with special sensitive needle.  

All settings can be adjusted with easy to use and clear menu.  

Easy to use keypad and operation following on the Graphic 

LCD.  

Very easy filling with special sensitive needles, volume 

adjustment bar and chromium apparatus.  

Warning message on the screen when ink finished in the 

tanks.  

Warning message for clogged cartridges filled from nozzle.  

Chromium body, digital counter, follow operation with sound 

(buzzer), English and Turkish language selection, design for no need to 

extra device, low energy consumption, microcontroller based control.  

Ink tanks can be enlarged and changed easily.  

Design for easy to maintenance.  

Power Supply : 220V 50Hz, (110V or 12V optional)  

Dimensions : 40x35x39(h) cm.  

Weight : 14Kg +/- %6  

Cartridge models can be filled:  

   With Chromium apparatus : HP 45-15-27-21-56-339-336-

338-350-337 vb.  LEX 16-17-82-40- vb.  

   With special sensitive needle : All black and color cartridges 

with felt.  

 

 

 


